B1-7: LARGE) PLAIN GLOBULAR JARS WITHOUT OFFSET NECK, BUT WITH STRONG EVERTED RIM

1. Aylesford, grave X [1359] = AB 45. R (1B+) ●
2. London, Southwark, Bonded Warehouse no. 752. pre-early
   Flavian ▲
3. Sandy Lodge Golf Course [658]. post-43 ●
4. Berkhamstead, Dellfield, ditch A, no. 35. 35 o
5. Cholesbury Camp no. 4. -8 o

Notes
Shelly versions are known from Park Street, Rubbish Pit IV, no. 15, similar form in a 'soft, crystalline sandy' fabric (post-conquest), and from Sandy, the Bungalow site's foundations, unstratified (no. 5).
Contexts are late; the Aylesford grave's integrity is uncertain. This is an odd form that is related to some coarse ware forms in outline, but can be well made and finished (e.g. Sandy Lodge). It seems, like B1-5, to be a late form that can sometimes be made in grog, but is not primarily a grog-tempered form.
B1-7 (large) plain globular jars without offset neck, but with strong everted rim.